Women and their role in society have been discussed and debated in different ways; mostly, they have been assessed. The attitude of this concern has been very much discriminating towards them and, throughout most part of history, they have been treated as social and cultural beings, yet they have not given up. They have repeatedly challenged violence and violences through love and warm. This is a brand new and miraculous; however, it is possible that underlying so much oppression they are able to maintain their attitude to adore others and treat them with never ending love.

Women's peace march was 22 years old, Zahir Ahmad –e- Zendani who was shot with; a bodybuilding champion who abandoned his gym and has lost 20 pounds of muscle on the journey; and a hero of Afghanistan who was killed by an explosion on a bus. About 200,000 Afghan women marched through the streets of Kabul, shouting slogans like: “Peace. No more killing and destruction!”
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